Abstract. Short-lived anthropogenic climate forcers, such as sulphate aerosols, affect both climate and air quality. Despite 1 being short-lived, these forcers do not affect temperatures only locally; regions far away from the emission sources are also 2 affected. Climate metrics are often used e.g. in a policy context to compare the climate impact of different anthropogenic 3 forcing agents. These metrics typically relate a forcing change in a certain region with a temperature change in another region 4 and thus often require a separate model to convert emission changes to radiative forcing changes.
the location of the emission perturbation and radiative forcing is a primary matter of interest. A climate metric which takes the 94 spatial distribution of these SLCFs and the temperature response into account was developed by Shindell and Faluvegi (2009) 
95
and Shindell and Faluvegi (2010) . The metric describes the temperature change dT in one area a at time t, in response to 96 forcing F in area a :
where the numerator in the second term of the sum, dT a /F a , is the regional response coefficient (cf. Shindell (2012) elaborated the regional temperature change metric of Shindell and Faluvegi (2010) to an Absolute Regional
103
Temperature potential, ART P , which, in analogue to the Absolute Global Temperature change Potential (AGTP), connects an 104 emission perturbation, E, in region r of a climate forcer to an absolute temperature change (Shine et al., 2005) in area a:
105
ART P a,r (t) = t 0 a
the latitude bands described above is known. The forcing distribution in response to an emission perturbation can be calculated 114 with e.g. a chemistry transport model (direct radiative forcing only), or with atmospheric general circulation models.
115
In this work, we take our starting point in emission perturbations rather than in the forcing distribution. Sub-global tem- Table 1 .
121

NorESM
122
The regional temperature changes in response to aerosol emission perturbations are investigated using NorESM (Bentsen surface is represented by the Community Land Model version 4 (CLM4) and sea-ice is modelled with the ice model CICE4.
128
The atmospheric model uses a finite volume grid with a resolution of 1.9
• x2.5
• latitude-longitude.
scenarios. They found that the CO 2 climate sensitivity of the model is smaller than the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 147 phase 5 (CMIP5) multi-model mean, but within one standard deviation. 
Experiments
149
We perform a suite of model simulations with NorESM where aerosol precursor emissions are perturbed in one region at a 150 time. Four regions which we consider being of particular interest from an aerosol and air-pollution perspective are studied:
151
Europe, North America, South Asia and East Asia. The emissions of anthropogenic aerosols have changed considerably in 152 these regions during the 20th century (e.g. Lamarque et al., 2010) .
153
The emission regions (North America -NA, Europe -EU, South Asia -SA and East Asia -EA) are defined according
154
to the updated region definition of the Task Force on Hemispheric Transport of Air Pollution (HTAP), see Fig. 1 , and the 155 aerosol emissions are the historical emissions of CMIP5 described by Lamarque et al. (2010) . The aerosol type we study here
156
is ammonium sulphates and thus we perturb the anthropogenic sulphur dioxide (SO 2 ) emissions provided for CMIP5. deviations from the simulations are used to indicate the uncertainty range.
197
In a simplified manner, the process chain from emission to global mean temperature response can be thought of a translation SO 2 emissions were increased by comparable magnitudes, the global temperature change per unit emission is similar within 209 10%. The temperature response varies from -0.0056 to -0.0061 K(TgSyr −1 ) −1 , depending on the location and magnitude of 210 the sulphur emission change (Table 2) .
211
All global mean temperature changes are significantly different compared to the temperature of the year 2000 control sim-212 ulation, but are not significantly different between each other ( Fig. S1a in supplementary material) . Thus, the location of an 213 emission change does not appear to be a governing factor for the global mean temperature response modelled by NorESM.
214
However, all emission changes are located in the northern hemisphere, and atmospheric transport of aerosol particles will con-
215
tribute to a redistribution of atmospheric concentrations and the resulting column burden and radiative forcing of the aerosol,
216
so that in some cases the resulting column burden and radiative forcing from emission changes in different regions will partly 217 overlap.
218
The global average RF per unit emission change ( aerosol particles in NorESM in the 10xSA experiment compared to the control experiment.
238
A similar pattern as the column burden is evident for the normalised instantaneous RF response to a unit emission change.
239
The RF response to a unit emission change in SA is larger than the responses in the other experiments. Thus, there appears to 240 be a close connection between changes in the global sulphate column burden and the RF. The normalised ERF sensitivity to 241 unit emission perturbations, shows a larger variability between the experiments compared to the other investigated quantities.
242
The standard deviations for the global average ERF responses are also larger than that for RF. This result indicates that cloud 243 feedbacks, such as changes in liquid water content or cloud fraction and cloud albedo contribute substantially to the ERF (cf.
244 Table S1 in supplementary material), and also contributes to larger variability.
245 Figure 3b shows the temperature response normalised by the different "basis quantities" (i.e. the leftmost group of bars in 246 Fig. 3b are identical to the rightmost bars in Fig. 3a) . The perfect basis quantity would be one for which the heights of all 247 bars corresponding to the different experiments are equal. A basis quantity with this property would be the ideal predictor
248
of the global mean temperature response. Figure 3b shows that emission perturbation is a good predictor of the temperature 249 response for emission increases from all regions investigated when emissions are increased in all regions (standard deviations 250 corresponding the each group of bars are presented in Table 3 show a qualitatively similar pattern of increasing sensitivity with increasing latitude (Fig. 4 ). This pattern of Arctic amplifi- is transported to the NHml region, so that the average RF, ERF and column burden in this region exceeds that of the tropical region. However, the total integrated sulphur column burden is larger in the Tropics than in the NHml (not shown) in the 10xSA 277 experiment.
278
The ERF acts to enhance the forcing relative to the RF in the NHml in all experiments, as well as in the ARCT region.
279
This is a manifestation of aerosol indirect effects which lead to e.g. higher cloud water content (Table S1 ). The ERF displays 280 a warming effect in the SHext (see also Figure 7 ) in all experiments (due to decreases in low cloud fraction at southern 281 hemisphere midlatitudes, not shown), although this positive ERF is not significant in any experiment. However, the positive 282 ERF in the southern hemisphere, which represents a large part of the global mean, contributes to the lower value of global 283 average of the ERF compared to the RF (cf. Sect. 3.1).
284
As described above, the temperature responses in the latitudinal bands are similar between the experiments with the excep- Outside the AR region, the largest temperature response is found locally in the emission region in all experiments except 302 10xSA. This result is consistent with the forcing always being largest in the emission region (Fig. 9) response per unit emission in the 0xEU experiment is larger than two (Fig. 3) . The translation from emission to column burden Table S1 357 and S2).
358
Emission perturbation was in Sect. 3.1 found to be a a good predictor of the temperature response for emission increases 359 from all regions investigated when the emissions were increased with similar magnitudes. However, it does not capture the non-360 linear behaviour in the temperature response to European emission perturbations of different magnitudes (Fig. 3b) . Similarly,
361
RF and column burden as basis quantities also fail to capture this property in the response to European emission perturbations.
362
The ERF is the only basis quantity that captures the non-linearity for European emission perturbations of varying magnitude.
363
However, there is substantial variability in the predictability for the temperature responses in the other experiments. The ERF
364
shows the smallest standard deviation for the different basis quantities when all experiments are considered ( Similarly to the global mean response, the magnitude of the latitudinal and regional temperature responses per unit sulphur 370 emission are substantially larger in the 0xEU experiment than in the 7xEU experiment, with the exception for the temperature 371 difference in SA which is not statistically significant compared to the control simulation (Fig. 10 , where that hatched bars experiments except for the tropical latitude band (Fig. S1 ).
377
The regional 0xEU responses display a similar pattern to the regional responses in the 7xEU experiment, but with different with the model's global sensitivity). This is to see how well the RTP-method predicts the model temperature response when 410 the specific model's climate sensitivity to a particular forcing agent is unknown.
411
The latitudinal temperature responses calculated from Equations 1 and 2 are shown in Fig. 11 (Fig. 12b) . This is also the method that gives the smallest root mean square deviation (RMSD) of 0.14K (RMSDs 417 are displayed in each panel). In general, ERF is a better predictor of the latitudinal temperature response than RF, based on 418 the RMSD. Similarly, the RTP coefficients that are normalised by the global sensitivity (Shindell et al., 2012) rather that the 419 regional sensitivity (Shindell and Faluvegi, 2010), i.e. Fig. 11 vs. Fig. 12 , is a better model for the temperature response in each 420 latitude band, also based on the RMSD. This was also pointed out by Shindell (2012).
421
However, the performance of this method relies on that the correct climate sensitivity is used and is known. perturbations within the northern hemisphere (Fig. 4) . There are many factors that might contribute to the weaker temperature 520 response to the SA emission perturbation. This emission perturbation is located in one of the major monsoonal regions on the 521 globe, and the increase of sulphate leads to a substantial reduction of precipitation over SA (Table S1 and Table S1 and S2) also contribute to a weaker ERF and indirect effect 525 on clouds, which, in the other experiments enhances the local forcing, but not in SA (Fig. 9 ). This result is one example of how 526 different local meteorological conditions where the emission changes occur contribute to different forcing and temperature
527
responses within the same model.
528
The general pattern, which indicates a stronger temperature response with increasing latitude for all emission perturbations, 529 is a robust feature in all experiments. In all experiments, the second largest regional sensitivity (after the Arctic region), is 530 generally found in the region of the emission perturbation. However, for SA emissions, the sensitivity is slightly larger in the planetary scale waves. These waves can propagate into the extratropics, which in turn influences the global temperature distri-542 bution (Ming et al., 2011; Lewinschal et al., 2013 in the neighbouring EA region was equally large. This result was consistent with the radiative forcing pattern, which was also 559 strongest in the emission region in each experiment.
560
Furthermore, indications were found that the emission-based RTPs derived with NorESM might be non-linear. Removal 561 of anthropogenic European SO 2 emissions led to a temperature response per unit emission approximately twice of that in 562 the 7xEU experiment in NorESM. The result is, however, associated with large uncertainties. Other differences were also 563 noticed for the regional responses to regional emission perturbations. Asian emission increases led to a different remote effect 564 compared to increases in EU and NA emissions. Both EA and SA emission perturbations led to a NA temperature response that 565 was larger than the zonal mean and an EU response that was smaller than the corresponding zonal mean. EU and NA emission 566 perturbations, on the other hand, led to remote responses that were close to the zonal mean for the same latitudes.
567
A comparison of the modelled temperature response in NorESM with that calculated using ARTPs (equations 1 and 2) 568 derived with the RTP coefficients of Shindell and Faluvegi (2010) and Shindell (2012) showed that the RTP coefficients predict 569 similar latitudinal temperature change distributions as those produced by NorESM. The agreement between the calculated 570 values using ARTPs and the temperature change simulated using NorESM was better when ERF was used together with the 571 RTP coefficient than when RF was used. This was mainly due to a larger Arctic ERF than RF that resulted in an Arctic 572 temperature response closer to that produced in the NorESM simulations. This result could be an indication that the Arctic is 573 more sensitive to forcing outside this region in NorESM than in the GISS model, or that local fast cloud feedbacks are crucial 574 for the Arctic temperature response in NorESM.
575
Even though the global mean temperature response to emission increases is similar in all regions, the processes leading to 576 the change may be different in different regions, as it depends on the local meteorological conditions. In all regions except SA, 577 aerosol indirect effects on clouds, and particularly life time effects, are dominating the ERF response. For SA, direct radiative 578 effects have a higher relative importance in the response since the local responses in cloud fraction, liquid water path and 579 precipitation are either weaker compared to the other emission regions or decrease in response to increased SO 2 emissions.
580
The latitudinal distribution of the zonal mean temperature response to SA emission changes also differs from the rest of the 581 simulations in that the Northern hemisphere response is weaker and the southern hemisphere and tropical responses are stronger 582 than in the other simulations.
583
Air pollution globally cause more than 4 million premature deaths each year and as sulphates are major air pollution com-584 ponents, emission reductions of SO 2 will be absolutely necessary to improve air quality. The derived emission-based RTPs 585 will simplify development of cost effective co-beneficial abatement strategies that can give both better air quality and mitigate 
